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2Progressive archiving
 encouraging and enabling:
 incremental archiving
 additions to existing deposits
 updates, revisions of existing resources
3“Dead scholar” archiving 
 deposit collection as finalised
 influenced by traditional archives, focus on legacy 
materials
 archives as “end point” of documentation
4How documentation was meant to be:
 (Himmelmann 1998)
 comprehensive record, for use by variety of 
disciplines
 the collection and presentation of primary data 
receive the theoretical and practical attention 
they deserve
 hardly any comprehensive collections of primary 
data have been published
 (Woodbury 2011) 
 ongoing, opportunistic
5Has this happened?
 DoBeS’ LAMUS
6The archive’s “voice”
 Jacques Derrida “Mal d’archive” (“Archive fever”)
“the archive … is not only the place for stocking 
and for conserving … content … No, the 
technical structure of the archiving archive also 
determines … its relationship to the future. The 
archivization process produces as much as it 
records the event.” (Derrida p.17)
 “the structure of the archive determines what can 
be archived … history and memory are shaped 
by what [Derrida] calls ‘archivization’” (Marlene 
Manoff, p. 12)
7Whose voice?
 archive ‘adds value’ to collections
 choices of interface, functions and navigation are 
not neutral 
 such design choices should be a matter of 
research, experiment, and testing – as well as 
transparent
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Progressive archiving - implementation
 needs 
 high involvement of depositors
 software to manage complexity
 operations
 add (new item/resource)
 revise (existing item/resource) –
 keep revision history
 delete
 substitute (= delete and add)
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Complicating issues
 operations and item types (e.g. media files may 
not be revised)
 granularity
 rights - increase of access management 
combinations
 new mechanisms, interface
 for progessive operations
 for display and navigation
 role of curation is now shared between archive 
and depositor – how to represent the various 
contributions?
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Implementation issues
 need strong underlying identification system (PID 
– persistent identifiers)
 tension between 
 digital preservation principles (every ‘object’ is 
identified)
 library/bibliographic principles (‘works’ are 
identified)
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Metadocumentation
 it is important to document the relationship 
between tranches and versions of resources
 metadocumentation
 documentation of the conditions (linguistic, 
social, physical, emotional, technical, historical, 
biographical) under which resources were 
produced
 contextualisations, attitudes, relationships, 
histories, goals, methods, conventions
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Non-depositor contributions
 many different stakeholders in languages
 ‘languages are inseparable from culture’
 broaden the collection content
 effective documentation supports revitalization, by 
providing repurposable resources
 outcomes should be systematically archived
 usages should be documented and archived
 example – Breath of Life (Colleen Fitzgerald) 
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Non-depositor contributions - benefits
 provide for community members to contribute and 
to make assertions about resources and languages
 provide richer and more rounded record
 encourage involvement with languages
 helps funders – they can show impact from:
 funded project outcomes archived earlier
 additional and ongoing accrual of resources 
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Non-depositor contributions - implications
 depend on ‘social networking’ platform
 depend on careful rights management
 permutations and combination explode – need 
careful research and design of compact but 
effective system
 what happens to the archive’s credibility and 
‘authority’
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Implications for depositors – more effort
 value of additions/versions depends on well-
structured resources in first instance
 archive needs metadata early to enable
 discovery 
 infrastructure for linking additions, revisions …
 metadocumentation highlighted 
 moderating contributions (where they allow)
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Implications for depositors – less stress
 archiving documentation need not be a “big bang” –
less intimidating
 comprehensiveness achieved through sum over 
time, through a variety of activities and 
contributions
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Archivism? 
 progressive archiving is part of an evolved, 
holistic documentary linguistics, not another 
example of ‘archivism’
Archiving tail
Documentary dog
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Conclusions
 flavor of archives changes from 
finality and completeness
to 
open and evolutionary
 questions for archives about what a “deposit” or 
“depositor” really is
 archives recast as providers of services within a 
revised, ‘holistic’ documentation
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